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The Correllian Times would like to announce that we are now on
Pagan World!

CORRELLIANTIMES.COM

CO���L��A� S���L���T - Fir�� ��g��e E�s���
By Alcaudón Azul

The Inner Tribe

Nowadays, all or the great majority of us live in cities, towns or in the countryside. But we do it
in a modern way, so to speak, very individualistic, especially in large cities. In big cities and
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ordered by the big elites or rulers, which we could say is today's society, but something inside
us makes us look for another kind of relationship with the environment and with others.
Something more identitary, more familiar, more in line with our affinities... It makes us look for
our Tribe.

Human beings have always been social by nature, and those early societies were composed of
families and people close to each other, who had their own customs and traditions, both
culturally and spiritually. Over the centuries these tribes became larger and larger or began to
join together and some even absorbed each other. Sometimes by the use of force or simply
destroying each other.

Even when this was happening and the human being was more and more uprooted from the old
customs and beliefs, and becoming more and more individualistic, at some point in life, sooner
or later each of us feels that something is missing. Something is lost inside of us, that we need
to search for that which is missing and fill the void... the tribe within us is calling us. Telling us
to look for balance, to look for what is missing inside us. It is then when we ask ourselves
where we belong, where we come from, what our origins are, and we try to find them. We meet
people along the way who have similar concerns and we look for a group related to us to fill
some of those voids that trouble us. That we are concerned about, in short, we look for a tribe,
one that is closer and more familiar than the society in general. A tribe that fills our emptiness
and helps us and accepts us as we are in order to feel fulfilled and begin to feel peace and
spiritual growth. It is by finding such peace and growth that we, as people, lower the shield that
we carry almost every day in front of society. We relax and we meditate, reflect, and develop
our psychic as well as physical or personal abilities, in the security and in the personal, in the
safety and confidence of that tribe.

The reference of Inner Tribe is given by that inner call that makes us get closer to our origins as
humans in which we were more connected with nature and its spirits and that does not always
make us meet with a group of people or form one of our own. Many times what it does is to
show us the way to follow through the knowledge of how to connect with our higher self, with
the spirits of nature, to understand the wheel that makes everything turn and to accept and get
closer to the forces that make all of this possible. In short, to understand the physical and
spiritual world and to be in harmony with those forces that make it all possible.

The Inner Tribe takes us back to those times when humans, Gods and nature were one, Whole
and there was respect and admiration of humans for the Gods and Mother Earth.

I hope that all those who have not yet received the call of their Inner Tribe will receive it soon
and be in balance with themselves, and with everything that surrounds them.
May you receive the call soon! So mote it be!
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LO�� D��’S �O�N��
By M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell

Greetings all,

As Year 22 Aquarius draws to a close, we must confess that we are
filled with excitement for the dawning of Year 23! We feel that 23
Aquarius will be a pivotal year in the history of our Tradition and
the wider Pagan movement as well!

One of the biggest reasons for this is the Ninth Convening of the
Parliament of the World’s Religions in Chicago, 13-18 August Year
23 Aq. This is the Thirtieth Anniversary of the first modern

Parliament of the World’s Religions, held in Chicago in 1993 AD, and the One Hundred and
Thirtieth Anniversary of the First Parliament of the World’s Religions, held as part of the World
Columbian Exhibition in Chicago in 1893 AD.

The first Parliament in 1893 was absolutely transformative, and caused Hinduism, Buddhism,
and other non-Judeo-Christian religions which had previously only had a small presence in the
United States to explode in numbers and accelerated religious dialog and growth both among
religions that were represented and even among many that were not.

The second Parliament in 1993 was also deeply transformative, and most especially for Modern
Pagans. The Parliament sparked a renaissance in the Chicago Pagan Community that lasted for
many years and led to the development of such important movements as Pagan Pride. This
Parliament was equally transformative for the national and to some extent international Modern
Pagan movement, with the experiences gained at the Parliament giving new energy to many
organizations and individuals, not least our own Correllian Tradition. More than anything else it
was the experiences of Ser Ed Hubbard at the Parliament and of Ser Ed and Rev Don Lewis in
dealing with subsequent, short-lived, Pagan Host Committee, that sparked the Correllian Great
Expansion. In many ways the energy we gained through this Parliament, buoyed by attendance
at all subsequent Parliaments, has acted as rocket fuel for us ever since.

We are certain that this coming Parliament, located back in Chicago for the first time in thirty
years, will be, if anything, even more transformational and empowering. Although we have not
spoken as much about it in recent years, if you have been with us for a while, you may
remember that the Correllian Tradition regards Chicago, notwithstanding all of the problems
one expects to see in a major city, as a Holy City because of the unique nature of its energies
and its prominent role in the religious history of North America, not least because of the
Parliaments. The energy of Chicago is rather like a well disguised lightning bolt -seemingly
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placid but in reality, dynamic and even explosive in character. The Parliament returning to
Chicago is going to move everything in the religious world, and our Modern Pagan world,
forward at breathtaking speed.

But for that breathtaking speed to take us where we want to go, we must be there and have a
hand in it. Already we are well over halfway to our goal of having at least one hundred people
in our Correllian Mission to the Parliament, and I believe that we will exceed that number. Why
do we need to be there? Well, we cannot very well expect to have a seat at the table if we are
not in the room. We need to be at the Parliament to show that Correllians and Modern Pagans in
general are a serious and significant movement that deserves an equal place with other religions,
and an equal voice in the shaping of the future. We can only do this if we are there.

You can read more about our Correllian Mission to the Parliament on the front page of
https://www.correllian.com

If you would like to help support our Correllian Mission to the Parliament, and we hope that
you will, you can do so at https://www.correllian.com/parliament-project.html We cannot do
this without your support!

Moreover, time is on our side in a very literal sense. You may have read that the ‘Fluffy Bunny’
is a bit of a totem animal for our Correllian Tradition. Rabbit energy runs strongly through the
past and present of our Tradition. The Correllian Tradition was founded in 1879 AD, which
was the year of the Earth Rabbit. The Blv. Regent LaVeda, who in many ways ushered in the
modern era of Correllianism and who wrote the first significant Correllian treatise, the Five
Mystic Secrets, was born in a year of the Fire Rabbit. 2023 AD, Year 23 Aquarius, will be a
Year of the Water Rabbit -the first since 1963 AD, the year in which both Rev. Don Lewis and
Ser Ed Hubbard were born. This means that the energies of the Universe are very much moving
in our favor in Year 23 Aquarius. It is a time for setting goals and beginning major projects,
because the Universe itself will help propel them forward.

Many other things are also happening this year, of course. This year’s Lustration of the
Ancestors will be held on the weekend of April 21-23. Because so many of us are planning to
attend the Parliament of the World's religions next year in August, the Lustration of the
Ancestors will once again be a virtual event. It is expected that this will be the last solely virtual
Lustration, with future Lustrations being hybrids. We are hoping to make this the largest and
most global Lustration yet. Let's show the world our best ahead of Parliament!

PaganWorld.TV and PaganWorld.co are continuing to grow and expand. We hope that you are
enjoying the many offerings of PaganWorld.TV, available on many platforms including Roku.
As Year 23 goes forward these offerings will only increase with new and exciting programming
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to serve our Pagan community. If you are not already taking part in PaganWorld, we urge you to
start now -don’t miss the fun, education, and community it offers!

Witch School will also see many exciting developments this year including many new classes
currently under development. To borrow a phrase, Witch School is the gift that keeps on giving.
Now in its twenty-first year of existence, Witch School will be here for many years to come and
will only get better. And, for the first time in many years, we are again offering Lifetime
Memberships that really do last a lifetime. If you would like a Witch School Lifetime
Membership for yourself, or perhaps as a gift for another, you can get one at
https://witchschool.com/subscriptions

And finally watch for many new books coming from https://correllianpublishing.com First off
the bat, launching New Year’s Eve, is the return of Rev. Don’s Super-Omnibus of Incantations
and Invocations for All Occasions by Rev. Don Lewis and Ser MaryAnn Kay. The
Super-Ominbus was released in a downloadable form many years ago but has been long
unavailable. Now, it is returning as an actual book. A collectible, limited-edition version of the
Super-Omnibus Omnibus is being made available as a Kickstarter #Make100. Limited to just
one hundred and seventy-five copies, this hardcover first edition of the Super-Omnibus as a
book will be signed, dated, and numbered by Rev. Don Lewis. Don’t miss your chance to get
this collectible volume at:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/revdonlewis/rev-dons-super-omnibus-make100?fbclid=Iw
AR3rPad7e3b8NcRHPHRobaARregbp59H-gHk7VllTdBs1KhQLFbdfDA-kZ4.

All in all an exciting year and an exciting time to be alive! We look forward to sharing this
adventure together!

Blessings to all,

M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell
First Priest and Chancellor, Correllian Tradition
Vox Correllianus, Apu Tanglaw Liwanag, Member Triad Union

M. Rev. Stephanie Leon Neal
First Priestess, Correllian Tradition
Vox Correlliana
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LA�� S���H��I�’S �O�N�� - Wic���s
By M. Rev. Stephanie Leon Neal

~ Wiccans Passed By Here, Leaving Behind Their Brightest Lights,
Whereby Humanity May Rejoice In Endless Lives. ~

~ A Wiccan Passed By Here, Leaving the World Changed, Just Enough,
For Humans To See Each Others’ Heart. ~

~ A Wiccan Passed By Here, To Heal and Comfort the Wounded Spirit. ~

~ A Wiccan Passed By Here, To Learn From the Beings of Claws, Fin, Feather, Hoof, and
Paws. ~

~ A Peaceful Wiccan Passed By Here, Leaving New Blessings and Cheers. ~

~ A Peaceful Wiccan Passed By Here, Transmuting What Was Meant for Harm Was Replaced
With Three Charms. ~

~ A Peaceful Wiccan Passed By Here and Planted a Seed for a Hope-Filled Future. ~

~ A Wise Wiccan Usher In Endless Possibilities. ~

~ A Wise Wiccan Takes Stewardship Over the Land. ~

~ A Wise Wiccan Expresses Magick Through Actions and Song. ~

~ A Wise Wiccan Lifts Others. ~

~Wiccans Believe In the One. ~

And So, It Is Done.
Love & Blessings,

Rev. Stephanie Neal
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All Neal’s writings are copyrighted under her collection.

SE� ���ES�’S �O�N��
By Rev Silas Mimir HP~

*Quotes from the Untraining the Sea Priestess Course by M Rev. Stephanie Leon Neal.

"We are only able to think, for the water has all knowledge and lives within all our minds." -
Sea Priestess Proverb

"First of all, unless you know yourself, all knowledge is useless."

"When water falls on rocks, the rock disappears and becomes sand, sooner or later. It's just a
matter of time."- Taoist Saying

MO���R’S �O�N��  - Ra�s��� Pag�� ���l��en
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP~

A question that I’m often asked is how I raised my children in the
Pagan traditions. My answer is usually that I raised them the same
way any religious child is raised. You grow them physically,
mentally, emotionally and spiritually. Magic requires symbolic
thinking that children have a hard time understanding, but they
understand things like wishes and even blowing the fluff off of a
dandelion can be a learning experience as the wind carries the

wishes away. This also teaches delayed gratification and belief. There are so many learning
experiences that nature can help you to teach. The more they learn as children, the stronger
they will be as adults and they will be quite powerful as Pagans. Teach them to understand
nature, to watch for its gentle messages and how it speaks to us and how we can use it for our
religion. Teach them to direct their energy into their magical workings to achieve their goals.
Bring them into your rituals and give them parts in it, for the God and Goddess will be joyed
even if mistakes are made. But even adults can make mistakes within a ritual, it is the intent
that is the important part! My youngest loved to feed her dolls with a mix of herbs to make
them better and it taught her herbalism. I loved this as I remember going into my
grandmother’s bathroom and making potions of all the different soaps she had. I miss those
little Dixie cups of fun!

By teaching our children about the magickal world, we teach them directed energy, working
with tools and techniques to work with nature. We teach them our culture and eventually
symbolic thinking. As they turn into teenagers, we teach them how to work with energy and
control of power. My teenagers still love to spread a blanket out on the floor and form their
circle with a few stuffed animals. As children grow, they learn to live their daily lives as
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Pagans. They know that the Goddess provides what they need, not what they want. They know
that she always has a plan even on their tough days and that there are lessons to learn from those
days just as they were taught to learn from nature. This also helps them to react proactively
rather than defensively to many things that come their way. And it really helps with those
teenage emotions! After all, Paganism is not just a religion, it is a way of life so experience it
with your children daily, no matter what age and you will see how they interpret it into their
lives through their own unique understanding.  It’s quite magickal!

T�E ���ET ���N��  - Wol� ���� �el� C���
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP

Many of us up here in the North know what it’s like to hear the wolves
howling at the moon on a cold January night. For others, a simple YouTube
search can provide the sound of wolves and you will be able to experience it.
The howling song practically screams at your more wild side and can be the
most exuberating thing to hear. But listen to the howling and hear the
meaning, the lesson of taking care of your physical and emotional needs, the
lesson of embracing your wild side. During the January full moon, the Wolf

Moon, meet that wild side and remove any expectations that you have of it, honor it. Remove
your shame of wanting to embrace it, it is your purest natural self, your darker self. Nourish it
with a reflective meditation and connect with it spiritually. Engage with it and run free with it,
for acknowledging it will allow you more freedom to push through things easier. Go outside
and spend time breathing in the fresh air and seeing the beauty in the natural world. Let your
emotions out with a primal scream deep within a wooded area. Feel your wild side release your
emotions and heal you within.  Happy full Wolf Moon!

T�E ��N’S ��E�N ���T - The �����l�i�� Br���er���� Pat�
I often find myself equating my life journey to my path within the Correllian
Tradition and the journey my faith took after I found my new family. I
describe my journey in terms of finding my new purpose in life and my
purpose within the Tradition. I’m sure many of you feel the same way, the
finding of peace and happiness once you discovered the purpose intended for
you. The new peace, contentment and serenity in your life. The new found
brotherhood. Our journeys are very different in life as they are our personal

journeys but we walk this path together spiritually. Many journey’s take a long time and many
different paths or may be shorter and share the same one. My path and my search to find myself
and discover Correllianism taught me to remain persistent until I realized my purpose on earth
and learned what this life was meant to teach me. Once I discovered the path, the purpose, I
found happiness and serenity as I found I was on track. Not necessarily easier and less trouble
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free, but less complicated and more straightforward. For I found other men that shared the
journey and were always by my side.  This my friend is what the Green Tent truly stands for!

T�E ��M��’S �E� T��� - The �����t C�a�r�

We come to the The Throat Chakra also known as the Vishuddha Chakra.
This chakra can be hard for many women as we talk about growth and
experience through our lives. It is most active between the ages of 28 and
35 years old. It is when we learn to be self expressing ourselves, our
creativity and expression emerges and our souls manifest as caring for
those around us. We experience love moving from our heart chakras into

our throat chakras and begin to develop sisterhood with other women. We expand and pour that
love into them through a pure and deep connection. We inspire and motivate our sisters and
receive that from them, manifesting through art and speech. We seek knowledge and
understanding in life, our inner essence begins to emerge outward and we find a deeper
philosophical view of life. Acceptance and
understanding deepens and judging others tends to
decrease, improving our lives spiritually.

If there is a blockage within the throat chakra or it was
not developed properly, women will find that they are
more negative about life and cynical of people. They
find hurt and disappointment in relationships and are
cold with their heart closed. They are closed to
knowledge and believe they know everything, sharing
negative thoughts and feelings about trust or simply not
talking at all. Their growth has ended so they begin to
retreat to lower levels of their youth when things were easier and more joyful. Their light
begins to dim and their bodies age more rapidly making her feel lost in life, depressed. They
must heal this chakra to grow and move forward.

To heal the chakra, recognize and accept your emotions, describe them and share them with
others. Begin a creative project, art or dancing is quite therapeutic as is music. Find your
sisters and rewrite your negative experiences with loving, authentic ones. Find a female mentor
that can help you grow spiritually, learn from them and share your experiences with others as
well. Take on more responsibilities as a female mentor and shower the younger generation with
positivity and love.

Next month we will touch on the feminine aspects of the Third Eye Chakra, Ajna.
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RA����W �E�T ��� T�� �G��Q+ CO���N���
By Bryan John Ellicott

Hello Rainbow Tent Family and Allies,
Happy 2023! I hope you are using the start of a new year to set new goals
and intentions for yourself
both personally, professionally, and spiritually.
Each month the article for the Order of The Rainbow Tent will be about
those holidays and moments of
commemoration across the LGBTQ+ community.
Holocaust Remembrance Day, January 27, is a day to remember all the

victims of the Nazi era –
including the gay men killed in concentration camps. The members of the Pink Triangle -
https://www.history.com/news/pink-triangle-nazi-concentration-camps
“Before the pink triangle became a worldwide symbol of gay power and pride, it was intended
as a
badge of shame. In Nazi Germany, a downward-pointing pink triangle was sewn onto the shirts
of gay
men in concentration camps—to identify and further dehumanize them. It wasn’t until the 1970s
that
activists would reclaim the symbol as one of liberation.
Homosexuality was technically made illegal in Germany in 1871, but it was rarely enforced
until the Nazi
Party took power in 1933. As part of their mission to racially and culturally “purify” Germany,
the Nazis
arrested thousands of LGBT individuals, mostly gay men, whom they viewed as degenerate.
The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum estimates 100,000 gay men were arrested and
between
5,000 and 15,000 were placed in concentration camps. Just as Jews were forced to identify
themselves
with yellow stars, gay men in concentration camps had to wear a large pink triangle. (Brown
triangles
were used for Romani people, red for political prisoners, green for criminals, blue for
immigrants, purple
for Jehovah's Witnesses, and black for "asocial" people, including prostitutes and lesbians.)”
Join us at our next meeting which will be held on Friday, January 6th, 2023 at 9pm EST.
We are still growing the space on Discord, those invites expire after 7 days, so if you’d like an
invite
please message myself Ser Bryan Ellicott on Facebook or by email (ellicottbryan@gmail.com)
or Rev
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Silas Mimir (mysticalrainbow18@gmail.com) and we can send you an invite.

K��S�E� C����I�R� - Sco�� ��e��n��

We are fortunate to have a fairly large and well-accepted Krystel Cavalier
group here in Michigan. We are beginning, finally, to meet twice a month
during the school year. Our younger children tend to watch the older ones
more than listen to the actual teachings so we try to keep them short and
simple. We also tend to pair the younger ones with the older ones as a sort of
mentoring situation during the meetings. Plus it takes some pressure off of us

adults having to watch the littles.

We also try to have families participate as much as possible, for what little one doesn’t feel
important attending a “meeting” with their parents. This also helps them to learn that it is a
family tradition as well as an old religion. For those of you raised Catholic, think back to
attending church with your parents and how you felt being allowed to sit with all the grown ups.
Some of the more religious aspects are lost on children and difficult to understand but talking
about it after the meeting helps them to ask questions and learn. It gives them a chance to
compare the lessons with those of their family traditions and see the differences as well. They
learn to be calm during our meetings and follow their parents' cues during rituals.

Children have a way of learning subconsciously even when it looks like they aren’t paying
attention.  It is the experience that is the teacher at most events.

LO�� D��’S �O��R��� PA��
By M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell

Our Coloring Page for this month shows Queen Himiko with members of her
entourage. Queen Himiko is a Japanese Queen from Chinese history.
Japanese history makes no reference to Queen Himiko, but she is attested by
official Chinese history as ruling the land of Yamatai in the Japanese islands
around 200 AD, and having been in diplomatic contact with and recognized
as a client ruler by the Emperor of China. According to the Chinese
historians Himiko was an unmarried Priestess Queen who came to power in

Yamatai after a long period of civil warfare. Queen Himiko lived in a fortress-like enclosure
which she rarely left, attended by an entourage of one thousand virgin Priestesses. Her younger
brother helped her to rule, acting as her spokesman and chief lieutenant. Queen Himiko sent
envoys to China securing the status of a client ruler and being recognized by China as “Queen
of Wa (Japan)”. Queen Himiko was also involved in conflict with Korea, which she asked the
Chinese to intercede in. At the time of her death Queen Himiko was buried in a great mound,
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with one hundred of her retainers being killed to accompany her to the afterlife. Her successor
was a man, but the people rejected him and after a period of renewed civil war a new Queen
was chosen and order restored. Though it is assumed that these records have a basis in fact, how
accurate they are is unknown. As her realm was fairly far away,
the Chinese may have misunderstood or even improvised some
of the details of the story, and the real Himiko may have been
very different. Although the Japanese imperial family was
already established and in power for several centuries at this
point, their history includes no references to anyone who can be
said with certainty to be Queen Himiko, nor has the location of
Yamatai been definitively identified. Nonetheless two royal
ladies from the Japanese imperial family are often thought to be
the ancestors of the story of Queen Himiko. Many people have
held that Empress Jingu was the real Queen Himiko (although many others hold that Jingu
herself is purely legendary). Empress Jingu was the wife of the fourteenth Japanese Emperor,
Chuai, who died in 200 AD. Following her husband’s death the pregnant Empress proceeded to
invade and conquer Korea, then rule Japan until her son grew up and came to the throne as
Emperor Ojin – a ruler whose historicity is attested through archeology. Traditionally Jingu was
regarded as having been Empress Regnant, however this view changed during the Meiji period.
Assuming that she is real, Jingu would have been a female Japanese ruler who battled with
Korea around the same time that the Chinese were describing Queen Himiko. However Jingu
was not a Priestess Queen as Himiko is portrayed. Consequently another school of thought
suggests that Queen Himiko may have actually been Princess Yamatohime, daughter of the
eleventh Japanese Emperor Suinin (d. 70 AD). Yamatohime was the founder of the Ise Shrine
honoring the Goddess Amaterasu, and the pre-eminent shrine of the Shinto religion up to the
present day. It is possible that as head of the Shrine Yamato Hime may have wielded
considerable power and could have been mistaken for a Queen by the Chinese. It is also
possible that Queen Himiko is unrelated to
the Japanese imperial family and its history,
as the imperial family did not yet rule all of
Japan at this point in history, and it may be
that Yamatai was an unrelated kingdom, as
yet unattested by archaeology. In any event
Queen Himiko, her thousand Priestesses,
and her brother are a fascinating bit of
ancient history.
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AR�� & C�A�T�  - Pol�� ��a� �r���� Cra���r� ��d Ho� ���c��a��

Let’s have a little yummy fun this month with a craft project that the kids will enjoy eating
down fast like little polar bears.

What you’ll need for the graham crackers:

● Graham crackers broken in half to create squares
● White candy melts
● Blue M&Ms
● Black sparkle gel frosting
● Regular sized marshmallows
● Pink gel food coloring
● A decorating bag
● Cotton swab
● Knife

Directions for the graham crackers:

1. Melt a few of the melts in the microwave for 2 to 3 minutes, stirring every 30 seconds or
in a double broiler. Then pour into a decorating bag or a sandwich bag with a corner cut
off.

2. Frost a circle onto the graham cracker and add two smaller circles on the top corners for
ears.

3. Cut the marshmallow in half and place each half on top of the big face circle as a snout.
4. Place two unmelted white melts on the ears.
5. Place a bit of the melted chocolate on the back of the blue M&Ms as glue and press into

the marshmallow as the nose.
6. Use the black sparkle gel to draw eyes above the snout.
7. Use the cotton swab in the pink gel to add cheeks.

What you’ll need for the hot chocolate:

● 1 Jumbo marshmallow
● 1 Regular sized marshmallow
● 2 mini marshmallows
● 2 candy eyeballs
● 1 M&M
● Melted white chocolate
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Directions for hot chocolate:

1. Using the jumbo marshmallow as a base, cut regular marshmallow in half and use as a
muzzle. Glue together using a small dab of melted white chocolate.

2. Use melted white chocolate to glue on the M&M nose.
3. Use melted white chocolate to glue on the candy eyes.
4. Use melted white chocolate to attach the mini marshmallow ears.
5. Make your favorite hot chocolate and add a heaping amount of whipped cream topping.
6. Snuggle your polar bear into the cream.

You’re now ready for your wintery polar bear snack!

MU���:  Win��� N�g�� �o�m
By Rev. Tiena Ellis

Winter Night Music

Howling wind,

Hooting owls,

Squeaking mice,

Isn’t it nice.

The soft swish of wings,

Bells ring,

The crunch of snow,

And there is more.

The screams of cougars,

The bleating of sheep,
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The cluck of chickens,

It’s nature’s mission.

Night is never silent,

Nature’s music rings,

Stop and take a breath,

And feel it within.

KI��H�� ��T��ER� - Her��� Ad���og�� E��r�� Bal��
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP

I find myself lacking energy during the month of January up here in the
North. The cold days and long, but shortening, nights just take
everything out of me. That is when I turn to Adaptogens to support me
through the demands of everyday life and the best part is that these
snacks do not require to be baked.

Ingredients:

● ¾ cup walnuts soaked and dehydrated
● ¾ cup almonds soaked and dehydrated
● 8 dates pitted
● ⅛ cup chia seeds
● 1 ½ tbsp coconut oil
● ¼ cup cacao powder
● 1 ½ tbsp raw honey
● 1 tsp ground cinnamon
● 1 tsp vanilla extract
● 2 tbsp maca powder
● 2 tsp ashwagandha powder
● 2 tbsp cacao nibs
● Frozen berries ground into a powder
● Unsweetened shredded coconut
● Cacao powder
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Directions:

1. Soak your dates for 10 minutes in warm water to soften them.
2. Grind almonds and walnuts together in a food processor.
3. Strain water from dates and add them to the food processor, pulse until the consistency of

dough.
4. Add chia seeds, coconut oil, cacao powder, honey, cinnamon, vanilla extract, maca

powder, ashwagandha powder and cacao nibs, pulse until well combined.
5. Take small scoops and roll the dough into balls.
6. Combine berry powder, coconut and cacao powder and roll balls into mixture to coat.
7. Store in the refrigerator in a sealed container for up to 4 days.  Enjoy!

CO���L��A� T�� �A�T�  - Yul� ���e ���

Ah tea! The perfect way to sit and relax after a long day and just inhaling
the steam from a special brew is part of the magic. You can even add the
mixtures to soy candles to enjoy the scent, the uses of tea are unlimited.

This month’s mix is the perfect mix for using those evergreen needles left
over from Yule! Evergreen trees have a lot of medicinal and health
benefits. We honor these trees during the Winter Solstice by decorating
them in our homes and celebrating around them. They bring us a little bit
of green during the darkest months and a time when the ground is frozen

solid and white. They symbolize the hope that spring will return and heal us through their color,
scent and medicinal qualities. Pine is associated with longevity and is high in Vitamin C which
is great for those nasty winter colds. It treats coughs by reducing phlegm but is also a diuretic
so should be taken only a few days at a time. Taking a bath with pine needles helps soothe cold
and sore joints as well. Add a few pine needles to your bottle of water while out taking a winter
stroll through a forest.

Ingredients:

● 2 cups water
● 2 tbsp fresh pine needles
● 1 tbsp raw honey

Directions:
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1. Put the water and pine needles into a pot and place the lid on top.
2. Bring to a boil and let steep for 1 hour.
3. Strain out the pine needles.
4. Reheat the tea and drink 1 to 3 cups a day for a cold.

If you happen to have a Cedar tree left over from Yule, this tree helps to cleanse the energy
fields of your home like a giant spring cleaning. The scent is antibacterial and will keep winter
flu away. The needles can also be made into a tea and used to combat colds, flu and bronchial
infections. Like pine trees, use only a few days at a time. They can be made the same as above
and also made into a disinfecting steam.

Ingredients:

● 2 cups water
● 2 tbsp fresh cedar leaves

Directions:

1. Put water and cedar leaves in a pot, leaving the lid off.
2. Bring to a boil and simmer on lowest setting for 15 minutes.
3. Turn off heat and let sit on the stove until cool, pour into a bath and use to clear

congestion.
4. Or, drape a towel over your head and the pot and gently breathe in the steam, making sure

it is not too hot.
5. Lift the towel and take breaks, steam for 10 to 15 minutes.

DE����R’S �I��D� - Lav����r
By Rev. Tiena Ellis

Lavender is one of the most popular herbs around mostly due to its soothing aromatic scent.
Hailing from the mountain areas of the country bordering the western Europe part of the
Mediterranean region. These flowers can be grown in garden beds or pots. Lavender is now
found all over the world and is much loved in gardens. The scientific names of the two most
common lavenders are Lavandula angustifolia and Lavandula latifolia. Lavandula angustifolia
is sometimes called L. vera or L. Folk names for lavender are Elf leaf, Nard, Nardus, and Spike.
It is considered to be a masculine plant. Its planet is Mercury and its element is air. The term
lavender comes from the old French word “Lavare” which means to wash. The flower
represents serenity, grace and calmness. The biblical meaning of lavender symbolizes purity,
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devotion and love. Lavender also has the prophetic meanings of spiritual healing, purification
and easing of tension. Lavender also is a healing herb that has been used to treat nausea,
insomnia, fungal infections and skin irritation.

Since these flowers have been in use for over 2000 years there is a very strong spiritual
significance. The flowers are strongly associated with the crown chakra which is known as the
center of energy and it influences spiritual awareness and awakening. The ultimate message of
the lavender flower is to accept and face all the changes and challenges that come to your life.
Lavender is also used in home décor because it helps gravitate the home toward calmness. As
for color correspondences lavender comes in a purple shade which represents power, loyalty,
peace and respect. These hues connect us to our third eyes and crown chakras which affect our
psychic and super consciousness in good ways. Lavender can also be used in sachets, teas and
in baking. I am going to share one of my favorite recipes for Lavender Tea Bread.

Lavender Tea Bread:

¾ cup milk
2 Tbsp dried lavender flowers finely chopped or you can use 3 Tbsp whole
2 cups all purpose flour
1 ½ tsp baking powder
¼ tsp salt
6 Tbsp butter softened
1 cup sugar
2 large egg

Simple Glaze:

1 cup Powdered sugar
½ tsp Vanilla extract
½ spoon of Lavender essential oil
1 ½ Tbsp almond milk or regular milk

Instructions:

1. Grease a 9x5x3 inch loaf pan
2. Preheat oven to 325 degrees
3. Heat milk with lavender almost to a boil, then steep until cool, allowing the lavender to
infuse into the milk.
4. In the meantime combine flour, baking powder and salt together in a small bowl.
5. In another bowl cream butter and sugar until smooth, then add eggs one at a time, beating
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until light and fluffy.
6. Add flour mixture alternately with lavender milk, in three parts. Mix until batter is just
blended, do not over beat.
7. Pour into pan and bake for 50 minutes, or until toothpick inserted in center comes out
clean. Let cool in the pan for 5 minutes and then remove to a wire rack to cool.
8. Once the bread has cooled completely, drizzle with a simple sugar glaze or sprinkle with
powdered sugar. Garnish with sprigs of fresh lavender.

Simple Glaze:

1. Combine the ingredients until smooth and drizzle over cooled bread, and garnish with fresh
sprigs of lavender
2. ENJOY!

C��S�A� G����N  - Gre�� ���s� ��an��� Q�ar��

The Green Ghost Phantom Quartz is one of the most beautiful and
mesmerizing crystals in the world. Due to the fact that it also contains
numerous smaller crystals, it is truly unique. Found in Austria, Brazil,
Madagascar, Switzerland and the United States, it is considered a sacred
stone and said to carry all of the different vibrations of quartz. It comes
in a variety of shades of green from pale to almost white to deep forest
and varies on the impurities dissolved into the hydrothermal fluids. It
connects you with nature spirits, particularly those not seen or heard by
most. The crystal carries messages to other worlds, dimensions, along

with the past, present and future. They hold the information key to understanding and
integrating our reincarnations and karmas into one. They detect negative energies and defend
against it by surrounding you and itself with an intense white light of protection. This crystal
resonates with the Crown and Third Eye chakras to assist you in receiving messages, astral
travel and telepathy.

Meditate with the Green Ghost Phantom Quartz to bring peace of mind and clarity of thought
during spiritual connection. It will aid in releasing past traumas and increase awareness of the
present. It will also help you move past expectations and limitations of the ego to access higher
truth. The stone allows a more open-mindedness, less judgemental and more intuitive nature so
that you can connect with your soul in a deeper understanding. You will be able to self reflect
on the new information received and discover the beauty of life as it is now. It assists especially
in releasing past feelings of abandonment and trust issues as it heals emotional wounds. The
stone also aids in dream messages as it stimulates the Pineal Gland and connects you to the
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spiritual and fairy realms as well as your spirit guides. The stone aids in
emotional support by opening the heart chakra and allowing you to feel
more emotionally secure and allowing you to see the transformation within
yourself.

In Feng Shui the Green Ghost Phantom Quartz brings good luck and
protection from malevolent spirits as well as prosperity if placed in the
Southwest area of the home.  Balance with Citrine or Clear Quartz.

The Green Ghost Phantom Quartz was called “the stone of the higher
mind” by Carl Jung, who used it to achieve self knowledge and spiritual
enlightenment while protecting him from psychic attacks, evil spirits,
negativity and feelings of despair.

To cleanse use a fine brush to lightly dust the crystal clusters periodically.
The quartz is covered with many needle-like crystal points throughout the cluster and are
fragile.  Do not worry if some naturally fall off during handling or cleansing.

MA����L A����L�  - Blu����d�
By Rev. Catherine Dragoni

“I heard a bird sing
in the dark of December.
A magical thing
And sweet to remember..

‘We are nearer to Spring
Than we were in September,’
I heard a bird sing
In the dark of December.”

~ Oliver Herford

On the cusp of winter, I was gifted with a new bird at my feeders - bluebirds! Bluebirds have
always been around my neighborhood, but I hear them more than I see them. Their warbling,
melodious song is distinct from other birds that frequent my yard, so I recognized them, even if
I rarely saw them.
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This past summer, I started putting mealworms out at my feeding stations, which were a hit with
all kinds of birds. But I never saw a bluebird at my feeders - until recently. And now they are
among the regulars.

What’s behind the saying, “bluebird of happiness”? The
symbol of a bluebird as a harbinger of happiness is found in
many cultures, and may date back thousands of years. This
bird appears in Chinese mythology, Native American
folklore, and European folklore, as symbols of the dawn and
the sun, and hope.

In addition to signifying hope and optimism, bluebirds may
serve as messengers from the spirit world. Pay attention to
a bluebird singing in your presence. The universe may be

offering you divine guidance, affirming and reassuring your choices, or directing you to a new
direction. The bluebird can symbolize rebirth and transformation, so you may want to consider
opportunities you would otherwise overlook.

If you see or hear bluebirds often, this bird may be your spirit animal. You appreciate your
blessings, and it’s now time to live in joy. You are probably cheerful in nature, honest and
gentle - the kind of person other people are naturally comfortable with;  a good companion.

Invoke the bluebird when you want to feel childlike and care free. Bluebird will enable you to
accept the events of the past, and to move forward in positive directions. Bluebird can bring
healing into your life, and help you look to the future with optimism, even in the face of life’s
challenges.  Welcome, Bluebird!

DI����TI�� �P���IG��  - Aug��� B�r� �i��n��i��

Augury bird divination allows us to read birds and their flight
patterns to tell the past, present and future. No matter where you
live in the world, there are birds happily chirping away. Bird
watching is an enjoyable hobby and is also a part of Augury. Think
of all the Pagan symbols including birds, the deities with various
birds, the hybrid birds, the griffin, and the phoenix, caladrius and
the roc. Bird behavior such as migration is closely connected to the
cycles of nature, making birds important to earth-based spirituality.

They have ancestral wisdom and remember things that happened before their lifetime. They
teach us about the world and help us remember things from when we were connected to the
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earth. Birds instinctively know where home is and how to get there, connecting with the spirit
of the bird can assist you to tune into your inner voice.

Augury is one of the most ancient forms of divination coming from ancient Greece, Rome,
Celtic and Egypt. It is also called reading the auspices or ornithomancy. Birds have always
been believed to bridge the gap between humans and the gods. They are the messengers and
called psychopomps in many cultures, guiding the dead to the next realm or world. Augury is
reading the type, number, flight patterns and behaviors of the birds to acquire the messages as
they are the spiritual leaders, looking to them for advice and fortune telling. This ancient art
was found in texts and paintings along with relics from the Etruscan empire dating to 500 BC.
Named after Agamemnon, who had an augury bird diviner that
guided him through the Trojan War. There are also many types
of augury, including reading animal omens and weather patterns,
but the flight patterns are most popular. Native Americans held
a deep reverence for nature and saw birds as the messengers
from the spirit world. Many of their stories involve birds as
advisors, tricksters and heroes. In Egypt, birds were sacred and
connected to gods. The Ibis was associated with Thoth, a man
with an Ibis’ head, Horus was falcon-headed, Nekhbet was
vulture-headed and the Great Mother Goddess Isis, was depicted as a goddess of the sky with
bird wings.  Mummified birds have also been found at temple sites.

To use Augury Bird Divination, allow the birds to show themselves rather than seeking them
out. Identify the type of bird and the symbolism associated. A murder of crows could mean
mystery and renewal, a cardinal, joy and growth. Keep a journal and learn basic bird
symbolism. Next, count the number of birds. Numerology and flight patterns assists greatly
with Augury. A pair of cardinals could mean romantic love, same as mourning doves. A single
bird indicating it is time to be alone and recharge yourself. There is even a poem associated
with this that I’m sure you’ve heard. One for sorrow, two for joy, three for a girl, four for a boy,
five for silver, six for gold, seven for a secret never to be told.

Then read the behavior of the birds. Are they calling to each other, making normal sounds or
distressed. Learn and interpret the calls of the different birds. Are they fighting, fleeing a
predator, going after prey, looking for food or a mate. You’ll soon realize abnormal behavior
when observing birds. They provide spiritual messages, and also warn us of danger. If a bird
flies into your window, the message is urgent. Observing their flight patterns, Ancient Romans
divided the sky into sections and depending on the sections entered and exited provided the
messages. You can set up the four directions to play a part in this and depending on the
direction of flight will tell you whether the bird is flying South for winter or for passion, fire or
motivation. Also look for any shape formed in flight such as a circle or v shape, lines or spirals.
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Each shape and symbol carries a message. Such as flying North in a spiral could mean death
and rebirth.

Here are some fun ones to start with. Hawks flying high, clear
sky. Hawks flying low, prepare for a blow. Geese fly higher in
fair weather. Seagulls fly inland when expecting a storm. When
fowl roost in the daytime, rain is coming. Petrels gather under the
stern of a ship before bad weather. Birds sing in the rain when fair
weather approaches. Crows fly in pairs, expect fair weather.
Crow flying alone, expect foul weather. Drumming partridges in
the fall, a mild and open winter. Geese walk east and fly west,
expect cold weather. Birds tame in autumn, winter will be cold.

When a rooster crows to bed he will rise with a watery head. If the swallow’s nest is high,
summer will be dry. If the swallow’s nest is low, safely reap and sow. Bird poop brings good
luck. Killing a robin is bad luck and the golden rule will come for you. Seeing a cardinal
means a deceased loved one has come to visit. If a bird taps on your window, a deceased loved
one wants your attention. Peacock feathers are bad luck in the east and sacred and positive in
the west. Owls symbolize approaching death. An owl in the daytime is bad luck. Owl is
associated with Hecate and considered underworld guides and there are tales of them shifting
into witches, symbolizing one is on the right path. Sparrows carry the souls of the recently
deceased and are friends of the fae folk.

As with any type of divination, use your intuition and the images each brings to you. If the call
reminds you of a word, the bird associated with a specific person, etc. Observe and
acknowledge the symbolism and you will find nature speaking to you everywhere you go.

TA��� C���ER
By Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~

Welcome to another month of Tarot! We are going to continue our series of Tarot Spells! Let’s
start off the year fresh by working on our health. Of course this spell can be done for yourself or
someone else. Make sure the receiver is open to receiving the healing. For this spell, you will
need:

● White Candle
● Ace of Cups (Nourishment)
● 9 of Cups (Physical Health)
● 9 of Wands (Protection)
● Card to represent the recipient of the healing
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1. Etch the words healing, and the name of the recipient into the candle with a pen, knife or
other instrument.

2. Place the 3 cards above the candle, and place the representation of the recipient below the
candle.

3. Burn the candle over 2 nights. (We are using the number 2 with this spell to add the
additional numerological qualities to enhance the spell. Number 2 will add Peace and
Balance.)

AS���L���
By Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~

January 2nd: Venus enters Aquarius (freedom of expression, treating others fairly)
January 6th: Full Moon
January 12th: Mars goes direct in Gemini (rebuilding/refueling goals)
January 18th: Mercury goes direct in Capricorn (information unclogs, review
career/business/reputation)
January 20th: Sun enters Aquarius (hunger for knowledge/experience/originality)
January 21st: New Moon
January 22nd: Uranus goes direct in Taurus
January 26th: Venus enters Pisces (compassion, forgive/understand, watch for indirect behavior)

(from http://www.cafeastrology.com)

MO��H�� OR����
By Rev Silas Mimir HP~

“Another challenging year has come and gone. Were you successful in your endeavors? How do
you measure your own success? Achievements? Recognition? Go deep inside and decide what is
important to you, and cling to it. Success for you will look much different from someone else, for
your values are not the same, nor should they be. What new goals do you have for the new
year? How will you achieve them? As you strive for your new goals, remember the fool’s
journey. Obstacles may come up, but remember that there is always a solution. It may not
always be the solution you expect, but there is at least one.”

CO���S���DE���S - Jan����

The cold days of January have arrived and we celebrate the Full Wolf
Moon on Friday the 6th. A year of optimism and hope has begun as
the days remain dark. We wait for spring as we try to stay warm and
cozy, listening to the howls of wolves as they communicate with their
packs. The wolves become more vocal this time of year as it is mating
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season. The name originated from Celtic and Old English traditions. In the Catawba Indian
Nation it is called the Ice Moon, in Anglo-Saxon the Moon after Yule, in the Cherokee the
Windy Month Moon, in the Celtic Kingdom the Quiet Moon or the Stay Home Moon, in the
Assiniboine Northern Plains the Center Moon, in Norse the Bone Marrow Sucking Moon, in
Chinese the Holiday Moon.

The Wolf Moon is a time of reflection and gratitude. It symbolizes new beginnings, rumination,
kindness, imagination, inspiration, gratitude and reset. The colors associated with it are silver,
dark evergreen, white, black and ice blue.

The Wolf Moon echoes the survivalist in all of us and is about protection, security and
empowerment. Take time to nurture yourself while also opening your heart to self compassion,
making yourself stronger in the end. You may find that the intentions you set back on New
Year’s Eve are coming more into focus. But the moon could also illuminate struggles with
those resolutions and this awareness allows you to correct the roadblocks and let go of the
baggage. Take a cleansing bath, light some candles and focus on the full moon's intentions,
then let the fear and doubt wash down the drain.

Herbs: Marjory, Holly, Thistle, Nuts, Cones
Scents: Musk, Mimosa
Energy Flow: Sluggish below the surface, beginning and conceiving energy by working on
personal problems that involve no one else. Getting your various bodies to work smoothly
together for the same goal

CA���D�� - Jan����
All times are Eastern Standard Time

January is dedicated to Old Roman God-Goddess Janus-Jana,
who knows both past and future. Janus, the god of doors,
gates, and transitions; January is the perfect time for
door-opening rituals, setting intentions and new beginnings

Sunday 1st
● Yule--Old

Anglo-Teutonic festival
honoring God Freyr,

Goddess Freyja, and God Balder
● World Peace Day--Day to meditate for peace

throughout the world
● Start a new witchy journal
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● Coffee Chat 9 AM
Monday 2nd
● Yule--Old Anglo-Teutonic festival honoring God Freyr, Goddess Freyja, and God Balder
● Climb with an ice ax
● Chancellor Chat 9 PM

Tuesday 3rd
● Yule--Old Anglo-Teutonic festival honoring God Freyr, Goddess Freyja, and God Balder
● Quadrantids Meteor Shower - 40 meteors per hour. Watch the night sky from Tuesday at

5:00 PM until Wednesday at 8:00 AM.
● Get a new ritual tool
● Worldwalker’s Meeting 2 PM

Wednesday 4th
● Yule--Old Anglo-Teutonic festival honoring God Freyr, Goddess Freyja, and God Balder
● Quadrantids Meteor Shower - 40 meteors per hour. Watch the night sky from Tuesday at

5:00 PM until Wednesday at 8:00 AM.
● Day ethnic discrimination was outlawed world-wide (1969); day to mourn all

manifestations of racism
● Make a photo scrapbook

Thursday 5th
● Yule--Old Anglo-Teutonic festival honoring God Freyr, Goddess Freyja, and God Balder
● Feast of Old Roman Goddess Befana, the old woman who flies on a broom, bringing gifts

to all good children
● Get your portrait drawn for your BOS

Friday 6th
● Full Moon in Cancer – January’s full moon is called the Wolf Moon. The very cold air

carried the howling of hungry wolves across many miles. Other names include the Spirit
Moon, Greeting Moon, Cold Moon, Hard Moon, Frost Moon, and the Center Moon.
(Black/Death-Crone Moon)

● Rustic Dionysia--Old Greek festival honoring God Dionysos as patron of drama, poetry,
music, and inspiration. Actors performed sacred drama, poets recited hymns, musicians
played instruments, singers sang songs, and dancers danced

● Yodel
Saturday 7th
● Rustic Dionysia--Old Greek festival honoring God Dionysos as patron of drama, poetry,

music, and inspiration. Actors performed sacred drama, poets recited hymns, musicians
played instruments, singers sang songs, and dancers danced

● Make a new besom
Sunday 8th
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● Rustic Dionysia--Old Greek festival honoring God Dionysos as patron of drama, poetry,
music, and inspiration. Actors performed sacred drama, poets recited hymns, musicians
played instruments, singers sang songs, and dancers danced

● Make an ice sculpture
● Coffee Chat 9 AM

Monday 9th
● Rustic Dionysia--Old Greek festival honoring God

Dionysos as patron of drama, poetry, music, and
inspiration. Actors performed sacred drama, poets
recited hymns, musicians played instruments,
singers sang songs, and dancers danced

● Get a foot massage
● Chancellor Chat 9 PM

Tuesday 10th
● Rustic Dionysia--Old Greek festival honoring God

Dionysos as patron of drama, poetry, music, and
inspiration. Actors performed sacred drama, poets
recited hymns, musicians played instruments,
singers sang songs, and dancers danced

● Old Greek festival in which offerings were made to
the Wind Gods of the eight directions

● Get your fortune told
Wednesday 11th
● Old Greek festival in which offerings were made to the Wind Gods of the eight directions
● Make a sundial
● Great Crystal Web 7 PM

Thursday 12th
● Mars becomes progressive
● Day genocide was outlawed world-wide (1951); day to mourn all victims of genocide
● Navigate without a compass

Friday 13th
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor,

and Freyr) for growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were made in honor of the Deities
● Keep a travel log

Saturday 14th
● Makar Sankranti – A Hindu harvest festival celebrated in most of India
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor,

and Freyr) for growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were made in honor of the Deities
● Thorrablot – Norse/Heathen celebration honoring Thor
● Self care day
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● Virtual Circle Red Tent 9 PM
Sunday 15th
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor,

and Freyr) for growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were made in honor of the Deities
● World Religions Day--Day to contemplate all religions as different paths to the one

universal Deity of many names and aspects
● Watch a witchy movie
● Coffee Chat 9 AM

Monday 16th
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made

to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor, and Freyr) for
growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were made
in honor of the Deities

● Take a kayak lesson
● Chancellor Chat 9 PM

Tuesday 17th
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made

to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor, and Freyr) for growth of crops. Toasts of mead and
ale were made in honor of the Deities

● Roll a kayak
Wednesday 18th
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor,

and Freyr) for growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were made in honor of the Deities
● Mercury becomes progressive
● Visit a library

Thursday 19th
● Zodiac Period of Capricorn ends
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor,

and Freyr) for growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were made in honor of the Deities
● Roll skyclad in the snow

Friday 20th
● Celtic Tree Month of Birch ends
● Zodiac Period of Aquarius begins
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor,

and Freyr) for growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were made in honor of the Deities
● Old European Lunar New Year--Celebration of the Triple Goddess (Goddess of the Moon

and the Seasons) being transformed from the Crone into the Virgin; celebrated with ritual
bathing of divine images

● Cross country ski
Saturday 21st
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● Celtic Tree Month of Rowan begins
● New Moon in Aquarius - New Snow Moon
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor,

and Freyr) for growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were made in honor of the Deities
● Old European Lunar New Year--Celebration of the Triple Goddess (Goddess of the Moon

and the Seasons) being transformed from the Crone into the Virgin; celebrated with ritual
bathing of divine images

● Feast of Old Greek Goddess Hekate, who guides all
through transitions and crisis

● Snow shoe
● Outer Court and Clergy Dedication 3:30 PM

Sunday 22nd
● Chinese New Year (Year of the Rabbit)
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made

to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor, and Freyr) for
growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were made
in honor of the Deities

● Old European Lunar New Year--Celebration of the Triple Goddess (Goddess of the Moon
and the Seasons) being transformed from the Crone into the Virgin; celebrated with ritual
bathing of divine images

● Feast of Old Greek Goddess Hekate, who guides all through transitions and crisis
● Gamelion Noumenia--Old Greek festival honoring all the Gods and Goddesses. Flutes

were played; prayers were said; offerings of barley, olive oil, incense, and food were
burned in an offering hearth; and libations of water and wine were made

● Ice Skate on a lake
● Coffee Chat 9 AM

Monday 23rd
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor,

and Freyr) for growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were made in honor of the Deities
● Old European Lunar New Year--Celebration of the Triple Goddess (Goddess of the Moon

and the Seasons) being transformed from the Crone into the Virgin; celebrated with ritual
bathing of divine images

● Gamelion Noumenia--Old Greek festival honoring all the Gods and Goddesses. Flutes
were played; prayers were said; offerings of barley, olive oil, incense, and food were
burned in an offering hearth; and libations of water and wine were made

● Vow a day of silence
● Chancellor Chat 9 PM

Tuesday 24th
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor,

and Freyr) for growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were made in honor of the Deities
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● Sementivae - a grain-oriented Roman festival. Old Roman festival of sowing, honoring
Earth Goddess Terra (Greek Gaia), Grain Goddess Ceres (Greek Demeter), and Seed
Goddess Proserpina (Greek Persephone)

● Feast of the Charities--Day to honor the Old Greek
Goddesses of beneficence

● Winter camp
Wednesday 25th
● Old Norse Mid-Winter Feast--Offerings were made

to the Deities (particularly Jord, Thor, and Freyr)
for growth of crops. Toasts of mead and ale were
made in honor of the Deities

● Sementivae--Old Roman festival of sowing,
honoring Earth Goddess Terra (Greek Gaia), Grain
Goddess Ceres (Greek Demeter), and Seed Goddess Proserpina (Greek Persephone)

● Feast of the Charities--Day to honor the Old Greek Goddesses of beneficence
● Feast of Old Greek Goddess Aphrodite--Day to honor peace and compassion
● Go dog sledding

Thursday 26th
● Sementivae--Old Roman festival of sowing, honoring Earth Goddess Terra (Greek Gaia),

Grain Goddess Ceres (Greek Demeter), and Seed Goddess Proserpina (Greek
Persephone)

● Feast of Old Greek Goddess Aphrodite--Day to honor peace and compassion
● Make pine needle tea

Friday 27th
● Sementivae--Old Roman festival of sowing, honoring Earth Goddess Terra (Greek Gaia),

Grain Goddess Ceres (Greek Demeter), and Seed Goddess Proserpina (Greek
Persephone)

● Send a parcel to a Correllian
Saturday 28th
● Sementivae--Old Roman festival of sowing, honoring Earth Goddess Terra (Greek Gaia),

Grain Goddess Ceres (Greek Demeter), and Seed Goddess Proserpina (Greek
Persephone)

● Throw a pie in someone’s face
Sunday 29th
● Uranus becomes progressive
● Sementivae--Old Roman festival of sowing, honoring Earth Goddess Terra (Greek Gaia),

Grain Goddess Ceres (Greek Demeter), and Seed Goddess Proserpina (Greek
Persephone)

● Visit a new place
● Coffee Chat 9 AM
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Monday 30th
● Sementivae--Old Roman festival of sowing, honoring Earth Goddess Terra (Greek Gaia),

Grain Goddess Ceres (Greek Demeter), and Seed
Goddess Proserpina (Greek Persephone)

● Roman celebration of Februalia
● Dance the Tango
● Chancellor Chat 9 PM

Tuesday 31st
● Disablot – Norse celebration of new beginnings.

A Norse/Germanic holiday that honors female
deities, female ancestors, and other influential
women in one’s life. This holiday is also called
“Charming of the Plow” where offerings were made to female ancestors, and farmers
would pray for a positive planting season. Some people celebrate this on February 2nd.

● Sementivae--Old Roman festival of sowing, honoring Earth Goddess Terra (Greek Gaia),
Grain Goddess Ceres (Greek Demeter), and Seed Goddess Proserpina (Greek
Persephone)

● Imbolc/St. Brigid's Day--Old Celtic/Irish feast of Goddess Brigid; merged with the
Christian feast of St. Brigid. Fires were lit to welcome Her as She traveled about blessing
fields, animals, and people

● Mid-Winter/Groundhog's Day/Candlemas--Festival marking the transformation from
death to life - the beginning of the agricultural year, awakening of hibernating animals,
and return of migrating birds and fish. Observed with a candlelight procession to bless
fields and seeds, recognition of newborns, and contemplation of life

● Roman celebration of Februalia
● Up Helly Aa – Scottish celebration in the Shetland Islands
● Make a 10 foot snowman

CO���L��A� T����A

This month’s trivia question:

What Order is responsible for the architecture of the Crystal Web:
mapping the Web, maintaining the structure of the Web, and is a
Paladinal Order?

Find out the answer in next month’s edition!

Last month’s trivia question:
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What Order focuses on peace through prayer, meditation, visualization, Reiki, spell
working, ritual, music, art, dance, and any positive energy modalities, in peace and
harmony, sending love?

Answer:

Order of Peace Weavers

Order Head: Rev. Ser Teri H. Ott
Co-Heads: Rt. Rev. Ayra Alseret, Rev. Rolando G Comon, Rev. Aisha
Beauchemin,

 The Order of Peace Weavers focus on peace through prayer, meditation, visualization, Reiki,
spell working, ritual, music, art, dance, and any positive energy modalities, in peace and
harmony, sending love.

This group is open to all who would like to Weave Peace with the members of The Order of
Peace Weavers. The Order of Peace Weavers sponsors this group. We are a chartered order of
the Correllian Nativist Tradition. Membership in The Order of Peace Weavers requires
application and a dedication to Peace Weaving. We welcome members of the Correllian
Tradition's Inner and Outer courts to apply! We welcome the public to this open group to
interact with members and participate in the co-creation of Earth-wide Peace.
Rev. T. Helton Ott (Mother Peace Weaver)
Order Head
The Order of Peace Weavers
=========
With thanks to Order Member Ayra Alseret for this beautiful Spanish translation of our
Facebook public group's statement of purpose:

Este grupo está abierto a todos los que me gustaría tejer la paz con los miembros de la Orden de
Tejedores de Paz. La Orden de Tejedores de Paz patrocina este grupo. Somos una Orden de la
Tradición Correlliana Nativista. La pertenencia a la Orden de Tejedores de Paz requiere una
aplicación y una dedicación a los Tejedores de Paz. Damos la bienvenida a los miembros de la
Corte Interna de la Tradición Correlliana y Corte Externa para acceder! Damos la bienvenida al
público a este grupo abierto a interactuar con los miembros y participar en la co-creación de paz
de la tierra.
Rev. T. Helton Ott (Mother Peace Weaver)
Cabeza de la Orden
Orden de Tejedores de Paz
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RI���� OF ��� M���H  - Ful� ���� �it���
The Month of January can be chilly up here in the North as the wind whips the snow through

the air, but we should reconnect to the earth whenever possible.
Go for a walk, bundled up and enjoy the sparkling snow dancing
on the wind currents. See the beauty falling around you.
Embrace the quietness of winter as you walk. Go to a solitary
location, place your feet apart and howl at the moon. Release all
the negative feelings and stress, then let in the tranquil energy
and peace. Embrace your inner wolf and remember your pack

of loved ones, elders and traditions. Go home and spend a night snuggled on the couch doing
your favorite cherished tradition. January is a month of releasing but also one of starting things
anew.

AN���T�� O� T�� ��N��  - Bl�. Vir����a ‘Bit���w���’ Smi��
By M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell

Blv. Virginia ‘Bitterwind’ Smith

2 February 1945 - 1 May 2019

First Elder 1988 - 2011

Beloved Virginia Smith, better known as Lady Bitterwind, was born 2
February 1945. Blv. Bitterwind married once and had one child. Blv.
Bitterwind was a member of Dancers of Shakti Temple from c. 1976 and
was associated with PURE Sanctuary Temple from its founding in 1999.
Blv. Bitterwind was adopted into the Highcorrell family in 1983. Blv.
Bitterwind was a Discordian in philosophy and looked at life in original

and unusual ways. Blv. Bitterwind’s insights had a strong effect on Correllian ideas, especially
regarding the role of humor in the Universe and the importance of the Chaos Moment in
creation and in magic. Blv. Bitterwind was an artist and a writer, using both platforms as a way
of expressing her philosophy. Blv. Bitterwind was in later years a proponent of using found
objects in art and created many works of art using recycled elements brought together in
symbolic ways that expressed her views. Blv. Bitterwind became First Elder in 1988 and
Retired in Office in 2011. Blv. Bitterwind died on May 1, 2019.
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As an Ancestor Blv. Bitterwind is the Matron Ancestor of alchemy and turning trash into
treasures.

If you draw Blv. Bitterwind’s card in a reading means that you need to look at the situation in a
different way. Step back and examine the situation from a new angle and you may see that there
are aspects of it that you have heretofore completely missed. This is not so much about looking
at the situation beneath the surface because nothing here is hidden, but rather it is about looking
at it differently to find the aspects you have missed -perhaps because they were so obvious that
you have ignored them or taken them for granted. See the situation with new eyes and you will
have a new and better understanding of the situation at question.

If you like this Deck and want your own check out correllianpublishing.com

T�A��T�O� ��W�

https://youtube.com/@speakyourownbook

Watch the 5th episode of Speak Your Own Book the TV Show on YouTube either at the link
above or on @paganworldtv or Magick TV.

In Episode 5, Writing Coach @kryscopeland interviews @stephanieleonneal, First Priestess of
the @correllian Tradition of Wicca, about her books, including her projects with Speak Your
Own Book and her upcoming releases.

The Order of Recovering Correllians

Are you a Correllian in recovery? If so, we want you to know there are others of us. Please
request to join our closed Facebook group. There is no minimum time in recovery to be a
member of this order; only an honest desire to become or stay ‘clean and sober’. We observe the
strictest meaning of the rules of Confidentiality.
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Hello Correllian Family!

I have posted all the Remote Outer Court Dedication and Clergy Initiation Rites as events in this
group for 2023. Please note that RSVPing to the event does NOT include you in the Rites. You
must email me at RevLaurie@Witchschool.com or include your Remote choice in your
Tradition application to reserve your spot in the Rite. The deadlines to request participation are
in the individual events.
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You will notice that there are no Rites scheduled for Q2 2023. This is because they will be done
as part of the April Lustration. Once the schedule for the Lustration has been finalized I will
create the needed events.

You will need to include your Outer Court or Clergy Certificate number in your email to me.
To apply for Outer Court or Clergy elevation, please follow the instructions found at the link
below.

https://www.correllian.com/applications.html

Walk in peace on your chosen path,
Rev. Laurie
Master of Records, Mother Church
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WI��H��HO�� ��P�E��N��
By Rev. Ser Laurie Denman High-Correll, Arch Priestess CCE, Dean of Students and Mentoring at WSI

Greetings Witch School Family,

I am going on vacation on 12/12/2022 and won't have access to a computer
again until 1/11/2023.  I will have access to my emails but without a
computer I will not be able to process Membership Applications to the
Mother Church.  If you are thinking of applying for the Outer Court or
Clergy standing or elevation, please submit your applications before
12/08/2022.  Otherwise they will be processed on a first in/first out basis
upon my return to the office.  Please follow the instructions for application submissions as
found on the page linked below.  Thanks!

Walk in peace on your chosen path,

Rt. Rev. Ser Laurie Denman Highcorrell, AP CCE

Greetings Witch School Family,

We are pleased to announce WSI has added a new course for the New
Year. An Introduction to Druidry from Black Mountain Druid Order.
This course will be available for ALL WSI Students.  Register for
BMDO101 and enjoy the Druid journey.

Main Witch School Site - www.witchschool.com

Witch School the Official Page on

Facebook  - https://www.facebook.com/TheWitchSchool

Witch School International Facebook Group - https://www.facebook.com/groups/witchschool/

SO YOU WANNA BE A WITCH!

At Witch School, you will find a variety of courses to take on many different
Magical and Metaphysical subjects including, all the Degree Courses to become
Clergy of the Correllian Nativist Tradition of Wicca. Witch School offers Free

Basic Membership and Supporting Membership options.
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So come fly on by and take a look at what Witch School has to offer.

www.witchschool.com

IN���A���N�

If any Shrines, Proto Temples or Temples would like to submit their
initiates, we would be pleased to announce initiations of degree
students! Congratulate them on all their hard work!! If you or
someone you know is about to move up in the Priesthood, send us the
name and degree and we will gladly announce it.
correlliantimes@gmail.com.

Remote initiations are coming up! To participate, please email Rev.
Laurie at RevLaurie@witchschool.com. Please include your degree
number in the email. Zoom links will be provided in the confirmation email along with
information about the Rite.  These dedications are performed in English.

2023 Initiation dates are as follows…

Outer Court and Clergy Dedication Rites will be:

● Saturday January 21 at 3:30 PM
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● Saturday July 1 at 5 PM
● Saturday October 14 at 5 PM

First Degree Initiations will be:

● Saturday February 4 at 4 PM
● Saturday August 12 at 3 PM
● Saturday November 11 at 3:30 PM

Second Degree Initiations will be:

● Saturday March 18 at 3:30 PM
● Saturday September 16 at 5 PM
● Saturday December 16 at 4 PM

Third Degree Initiations will be:

● Saturday March 18 at 2 PM
● Saturday September 16 at 3 PM
● Saturday December 16 at 2 PM

CO���L��A� �D���TI���G

Advertising can be done for a price of $12 a month for a 1-inch by 2-inch
section. If you would like to submit an ad, please contact us for information.
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com

Customized Sigils: Round $5, Square $7. Contact Salena Murdock at
murdocksam1@yahoo.com.

Readings By Silas http://www.etsy.com/shop/readingsbysilas You
will find various spreads and decks for Tarot readings. Curious about
a past life? Need some help analyzing a dream? Need some advice
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about your career or love life? There are tarot readings available for all these and more! Come
visit us at Readings By Silas on Etsy.

About: Silas has been studying and working with Tarot for over 10 years. He is a High Priest,
Reiki Master and a vetted member of the Seattle Psychics Association. He speaks both Spanish
and English.

Join a global network of professional psychics, tarot readers, energy workers and spiritual
advisors! Supporting your goals of prosperity and professional growth anywhere in the world!
Learn more about the Seattle Psychics Association and start your journey with us through a free
membership consultation at www.seattlepsychicsassociation.com !

Winifred's Garden - Tea, Candles & Apothecary

Born in 1918, Winifred was taught to love and use natural
plants. This tradition continues with Winifred's Garden.

We are a female run, small-batch, handcrafted herbal company.
We formulate all products with the highest quality ingredients
and promise to always deliver products that are as natural as
possible. We also guarantee to source our raw materials from
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trusted suppliers. Come through the gate and enjoy a relaxing afternoon of tea and shopping.

www.winifredsgarden.com

https://paganworld.ning.com/

MagickTv - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/magicktv

T�E ��V��’S �O��

The Correllian Nativist Tradition welcomes your financial support!! Your
willingness to help in this effort is much appreciated. Your gift, no matter
how small, will make a difference and provide essential support to the
Tradition. Givers understand the benefits gained by both the Giver and
receiver. Have a question, contact: Rt. Rev. Ser. Mike Neal AP at
CNTFundRaisingOffice@earthlink.net.
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News From CNT Fundraising Office and the CorrStore
The Correllian Merchandise can be found via this link.
http://correllian.weebly.com/corr-store.html

CO���L��A� H��� D���

At the Correllian Tradition official website, you can find a list of all the Tradition’s Temples,
Proto-Temples, Shrines, Orders, and Study Groups by clicking on the “Groups” tab at the top of
the homepage. Contains the Corr store to purchase badges for stoles, stoles and robes, etc. Also
the place to find membership applications. www.correllian.weebly.com

At Correllian Publishing, you can find a number of items relating to the Correllian Tradition.
Pick one up for yourself or a gift for someone. www.correllian-publishing.myshopify.com

At Witchschool, you will find a variety of courses to take on a number of witchy subjects.
There are free courses and supporting courses for a low fee. Come and take a look and while
you’re there, earn your Priest/ess Degree! You’ll never know what you’ll find at
www.witchschool.com

We have a wide variety of Facebook groups and Pages for Tradition members to participate in.

Do you have a question? Join the Correllian Help Desk Facebook Group and ask your question
there!
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CO���S���DE��� T� ��E �D��O�S

Our readers are always welcome to write to the Editors. To do so, please email your
correspondence to: CorrellianTimes@gmail.com

Are you interested in writing for the Correllian Times? Are you interested in a specific topic
and wish we would include it? Let us know! Recently wrote a research paper and want to share
it with the Tradition?  Send it to the email above!!

NOTICE: All content within these pages belongs to the Correllian Times and/or its
Editors. Permission must be granted before being duplicated. Submissions are printed
at Editor's discretion.
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